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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a new and innovative application for the RELAP5 code (here-
after referred to as "the code"). The code has been used to simulate several transients
associated with the (presently) draft version of the High-Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
updated safety analysis report (SAR).1 This paper investigates those thermal-hydraulic
transients induced by nuclear reactivity changes. A major goal of the work was to use
ar. existing RELAP5 HFIR model2 for consistency with other thermal-hydraulic transient
analyses of the SAR. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to incorporate a new self-
contained point kinetics solver into the code because of a deficiency in the point-kinetics
reactivity model of the Mod 2.5 version of the code. The model was benchmarked against
previously analyzed (known) transients. Given this new code, four event categories de-
fined by the HFIR probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)3 were analyzed: (in ascending
order of severity) a cold-loop pump start; run-away shim- regulating control cylinder
and safety plate withdrawal; control cylinder ejection; and generation of an optimum
void in the target region. All transients are discussed. Results of the bounding incredi-
ble event transient, the target region optimum void, are shown. Future plans for RELAP5
HFIR applications and recommendations for code improvements are also discussed.

"inactive
* Presented at the 1993 RELAP5 International User Seminar, Boston, Massachusetts All

Rights Reserved.
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NOMENCLATURE
point-kinetics symbols

.•>' delayed neutron traction
A delayed neutron precursor decay constant
(i temperature coefficient of reactivity indexed to a specific core region
/' total reactor power
/" prompt neutron lifetime
k effective neutron multiplication factor
(' delayed neutron precursor indexed to neutron group (units of power)
/ time
A neutron generation time
/> reactivity
/ external or "forcing function" reactivity changes

lumped-parameter heat-transfer symbols
(' total heat capacity
/' temperature
h heat transfer coefficient
A) fuel region heat transfer rate per unit temperature
A.> oxide region heat transfer rate per unit temperature
a fraction of total power produced in the fuel region
/) fraction of total power produced in the coolant region
A heat transfer surface area
r residence time in half the coolant region

control cylinder movement
>' control cylinder movement distance
<i acceleration of gravity

point-kinetics subscripts
/ delayed neutron group index
/ reactor core region index
0 indicates "at time equal zero" or initial conditions

lump-parameter heat-transfer subscripts
/•' indicates fuel region
\\' indicates water or coolant region
1 oxide-metal interface
2 oxide-water interface
/ inlet to the core
a outlet of the core

superscripts
region-averaged quantity
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BACKGROUND

HF1R reactivity transients were first analyzed as part of the original SAR.' It was
necessary in updating the SAR to, at a minimum, completely understand the original
work and to reproduce it. Furthermore, because of additional conservatisms and the ad-
vancement in analysis capability/technology since the original SAR, it became necessary
to improve the analysis through advanced codes, viz., RELAP5.

The original accident analysis utilized an analog computer to perform the reactiv-
ity transient simulations.'11 More recently, Sofu7 reproduced these original analyses via
digital computer to an acceptable level of accuracy, i.e., the digital simulation showed
consistency with the original analog results. Sofu continued his analysis to assess the
behavior of HF1R fuel melt propagation during an hypothesized reactivity transient.8

However, because of the need for a validated two-phase thermal-hydraulics code/' and
because a major goal of the work was to use an existing RELAP5 model,' it was decided
to remain with a RELAP5-based analysis rather than developing a stand-alone reactivity
transient analysis code.

Because of the inherent modeling and numerical methods differences between
RELAP5 (finite difference) and the analog or equivalent digital (lumped parameter) sim-
ulation, one can expect some differences in results between the two. Therefore, a valida-
tion (actually a benchmark) and verification (V&V) project was initiated to compare the
two codes and confirm the applicability of the new and more detailed RELAP5 reactiv-
ity feedback model used in the updated SAR. This project revealed a severe error in the
present RELAP5 code for the special case when reactivity feedback is computed by the
control variable option of the code. A scheme was developed for bypassing this prob-
lem by developing and inserting into the code a replacement point-kinetics solver that
allowed the control-variable computed reactivity feedback to be correctly incorporated.
This new solver was verified accurate, and has since been used as the basis for the HFIR
updated SAR reactivity calculations.

Thio paper presents the details of this development and V&V effort by first pre-
senting a brief discussion of the original HFIR analog reactivity model. Two equivalent
digital models are presented with particular attention paid to essential physics param-
eters inherent in the model. The original RELAP5 model is presented to demonstrate
consistency of input parameters with the lumped parameter model to the greatest extent
possible. A model problem is presented showing the deficiencies in the present RELAP5
code. A proposed solution to the code deficiency is presented and the results of the
model problem demonstrate the improvement. A brief discussion of the new HFIR SAR
reactivity model summarizes differences from the original HFIR analog model. The need
for a separate V&V effort for the reactivity model is apparent when the final modei prob-
lem results are observed. Summary results are also discussed for the other HFIR SAR
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reactivity transients. Finally, conclusions and recommendations summarize the lessons
learned from this project.

ORIGINAL HFIR ANALOG REACTIVITY MODEL

The original analog model is based on the "usual set of heat removal and reactor
kinetics equations"'5 describing the total neutron power as

(W (1 - d)k- 1 \ p

and

where k- = k-0 + F(t) + J2%i <h \'l) ~ T~(t = 0)]. Note that the point kinetics Equations
(1) and (2) are known as the "neutron lifetime" formulation, whereas the RELAP5 code
utilizes the "generation time" formulation10 shown later.

The heat transfer is modeled as a set of "heat removal" equations utilizing a classic
lumped parameter approach. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the model indicating flat fuel
plate and a rectangular coolant channel. The model divides the entire fuel region into a
single "lumped" average volume (node), while the fuel-region reactor coolant is divided
into two receiving volumes (nodes). The equations representing this heat transfer were
derived previously'1 and are shown below

(3)

hA fc - Tw) + ^T {Ti - Tw) , (4)

(5)Or ~ = bP + hA (T2 - Tw) + ^ (7V - To) ,

where 7> - 7", = A2 (T} - T2) is utilized to allow the surface temperature of the fuel to
be approximated from the average fuel temperature.1

Implicit in this approximation is the assumption of steady state within me fuel re-
gion, and ignoring the spatial dependence between the surface temperature and the
"average" fuel temperature.
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Figure 1: Original Analog Lumped Parameter HFIR Heat Transfer Model Schematic
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A second order differential equation has been previously derived to accurately
simulate the control cylinder movement1' and is repeated here:

dt* \ 9 {$ > 6 in.)

The original accident analysis expanded on Equations (1) through (6) to approx-
imate such phenomena as hot-spot conditions, temperature dependent reactivity feed-
back coefficients, burnout heat flux, fuel burnup, et al. These complexities are addressed
and included in detail in the updated SAR, but are not important for discussion in this
paper. In the mid-1960's, these equations were solved on an analog computer to yield
solutions compatible for safety analysis at the time. The present work of this paper
(presented later) does not attempt to repeat all SAR complexities, but rather remains
as simple as possible and still exercise all code / model capabilities in order to address
model consistency.

EQUIVALENT REACC / RETEST DIGITAL REACTIVITY MODEL

Equations (1) through (6) were programmed into a digital computer via the FOR-
TRAN language along with other necessary information to simulate various reactivity
accidents.7 The resulting code REACC was successful in reproducing all the documented
reactivity transients performed in the original accident analysis6 to an acceptable level
of accuracy.''

However, in order to provide for an independent confirmation of the solution
algorithm embedded in REACC, and to generate an intermediate platform for the even-
tual changed RELAP5 code, it was necessary to develop a third code, entitled RETEST .
RETEST was only capable of solving one "typical" reactivity transient, also referred to
here as the "model problem", which is equivalent to the "optimum void transient" for the
HFIR at nominal conditions. The lower-level point-kinetics solver routines of RETEST
were later directly incorporated into the new stand-alone RELAP5 point-kinetics solver.

ORIGINAL RELAP5 DIGITAL REACTIVITY MODEL

The RELAP5 reactor point kinetics model generation-time formulation is identical
to the neutron lifetime formulation of the original HFIR accident analysis if one recog-
nizes the following identities

•'"Acceptable" is defined here as given the differences between analog and digital com-
putations, and the uncertainty associated with the quantification of the details of the
applied forcing functions, minor differences in the peak powers and corresponding fuel
temperatures were considered "small".
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The point kinetics equations Lhen become for the generation-time formulation

and

where t> = /»(/) and is calculated as before from the neutron multiplicatioj r< :>r.

The details of utilizing the original RELAP5 point-kinetics model are shown in
the manuals12 and are not repeated here. It is important to note however, that the code
deficiency documented herein has only been confirmed for the case where the reactivity
feedback is computed by the "control variable" option. More specifically, when an input
quantity of 10000 or greater is used for cards 30000011 through 30000020, then
the resulting nuclear power calculated by the point kinetics solver of RELAP5 will be in
error.

THE MODEL PROBLEM:OPTIMUM VOID TRANSIENT (BEFORE)

In addition to a comparison of models, equation system, and solution method, a
consistent set of data is required in order to assure a fair comparison between RELAP5
and the REACC/RETEST test bed. The specific values of the parameters tabulated in the
nomenclature section are given below in Table 1.

The heat transfer data requires further explanation for a consistent comparison
between the lumped-parameter (REACC/RETEST) and the finite-differerence (RELAP5)
modeling approach. The thermal resistance in the fuel region of the lumped parameter
model is represented by the parameter Ai which is equivalent to

where the middle portion of Equation (10) is in a form that is more easily utilized for RE-
LAP5 input. For this benchmark case, the thermal resistance of the oxide layer between
the fuel and coolant is ignored. Hence A2 is assumed infinite, i.e., the surface temperature
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Table 1: Consistent Point-Kinetics Data Input between RELAP5 and REACC/RETEST for
the Mode! Problem.

Parameter

A, (1/sec)
A2 (1/sec)
A3 (1/sec)
A, (1/sec)
A5 (1/sec)
A6 (1/sec)
/' (sec)
A (sec)
OF ($/"F)
aw ($/°F)
P(watts)

Benchmark
Input
7.000 x 10"3

2.290 x 10~<l

1.531 x H)-;!

1.367 x 10"M

2.767 x 10":f

8.090 x 10- '
2.050 x 10- '
.0124
.0305
.111
.301
1.14
3.01
35.0 x 10-°
35.0 x 10"(!

-2.2286 x 10-3

-1.24286 x 10"2

85.0 x 106

Final SAR
Input
7.600 x 10~:(

2.888 x 10-1

1.6188 x l()-;)

1/1288 x 10" '
;j.()<)3'2 x 10-'!

0.7280 x 10- '
1.9760 x H)-'1

.01272

.03174

.116

.311
1.4
3.87
35.0 x 10~6

n/a
more detailed
more detailed
85.0 x 106
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of the fuel and oxide layer are equal. The thermal resistance of the coolant is represented
by the parameter product

hA = - , ^^-TTTTT = 1 -9251 x 1 0 : i - ^ r , (11)
[72 -

 l
2(r, + i j ] sec-"F

where the RELAP 5-equivalent input requires for specific representation of the heat trans-
fer coefficient /; and heat transfer surface area .4. The heat capacity of the fuel is repre-
sented in the original analog and REACC /RETEST models by

(12)
T

where the middle portion of Equation (12) is in a form for ready RELAP5 input which
requires specific definition of the volume and volume-specific heat capacity of the fuel
metal. Similarly, the heat capacity of the coolant is presented in the original analog and
REACC / RETEST models by

r i \>r\ c . B t u n>i\

where the middle portion of Equation (13) is in a form for RELAP5 input, of which the
density and mass-specific heat capacity of the coolant are determined automatically by
the RELAP5 code, whereas the volume is an input quantity. With the definitions given
by Equations (10) through (13), the equivalent input for a consistent RELAP5 model is
given below by Table 2. Although not shown here in schematic form, the equivalent
RELAP5 model consists of two coolant volumes on each side of two heat structures with
two nodes each yielding a total of four coolant volumes and four heat structure nodes.

The optimum void scenario assumes that the HFIR target region is completely
voided of coolant at a rate determined from the coolant velocity traversing the axial
length of the cor?. The value of the specific optimum void was determined experimentally5

and simulated herein by inserting approximately $1.30 of positive reactivity linearly
over a 0.030 second period. Two cases are investigated; the first with scram and the
second without scram. For this model problem, the scram in the RELAP5 and RETEST
simulations insert negative reactivity exactly as the REACC simulation thus as juring con-
sistency of all external forcing functions. The final input deck used for comparison with
the REACC simulations is given in Appendix A.

The REACC simulations were executed at various fixed time steps and verified to
produce essentially the same results regardless of time step. The principal reason that
REACC produces consistent results over a wide range of time steps is the utilization of
implicit time integration in the incorporated Livermore Solver of Ordinary Differential
Equations (LSODE) subroutines. Figure 2 shows the REACC reactor power solution for
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Table 2: Heat-Transfer RELAP5 Input Data Consistent with REACC / RETEST on the
Model Problem.

Description

heat structure mesh spacing (ft.)

, effective thermal conductivity of the fuel
[Btu/(s-ft-"F)]

effective volume-specific heat capacity of
the fuel [Btu/(ft:1-"F)]

overall heat transfer surface area between
! the fuel and coolant per heat structure
; side (ft2)

! nuclear power generation per fuel heat
| structure (MW)

nuclear power generation per coolant
! volume (MW)

i coolant inlet temperature (°F)
i
f coolant outlet temperature (°F)

overall heat transfer coefficient between
fuel and coolant [Btu/(s-ft2-°F)]

total coolant flow area per half-channel
basis (ft2)

Symbol

AJ .05
2X12

-I28.K
"2X2"

aP _ (1-.O295)X85
2 2

bP _ .0295X85
2X2 4

T,

Value

2.08333 x 10"3

0.03

40.0

107.2

41.25

0.63

120.0

158.0

4.5

.2117
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Figure 2: Comparison of REACC Lumped Parameter and RELAP5 Responses Before the
Code Change for the Model Problem Without Scram.
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the model problem without scram as a solid line. The corresponding RELAP5 simu-
lations of the same transient at various time steps over the range 3.0 x 10"3 through
1.0 x 10"" seconds are superimposed on the same plot of Figure 2. As can be seen, not
only does RELAP5 not reproduce the correct REACC result (some difference is expected
since the modeling methodology is also different), but it is inconsistent within itself! Fig-
ure 3 shows the results of the same transient, but this time including the effect of scram.
A similar divergence of the RELAP5 solutions is shown for decreasing time steps. There
fore, rather than the expected convergence of the RELAP5 solution as the time step is
reduced, the opposite has occurred. The RELAP5 solution is stable, but it is inconsistent,
i.e., it produces "exactly" the wrong result!

PROPOSED SOLUTION

The solution to this RELAP5 inconsistency is found by first understanding the
difference in the computational sequence of the variables in the solution between the
two codes. First, define Q to be the array of discrete solution variables in the system

7 5 0

CD

8
o.
cc
Z3

az

500

2S0

REACC solution

RELAP5 At=3.0x103

RELAP5 At=1.0x10 3

RELAP5 At=1.0x10""

RELAP5 At=1 .Ox10"5

RELAP5 At=1.0x10'6

0.000 0.050 0.100 0.1 SO

time (seconds)

Figure 3: Comparison of REACC Lumped Parameter and RELAP5 Responses Before the
Code Change for the Model Problem With Scram.
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Q = Q{T,P,w,x CV), (14)

where T is the temperature, P is the nuclear power, w> is the mass flow rate, x is the
fluid quality, etc. The RELAP5-unique control variables, CV, are computed externally
as an independent (forcing) function or may also be dependent on all or a portion of the
solution array Q. Further, define an array Q. = Q-CV-Pthatis absent of a dependence
on reactor power or RELAP5 control variables. If the time-step index is defined as n, then
the REACC time dependence in discrete space may be symbolically written as

Note that the time step ir iex is equal on both sides of Equation (15), hence the time
integration is implicit and all variables are updated at the same point in time. On the
other hand, RELAP5 utilizes a much more complex computational sequence that can be
conceptualized by the following set of equations

Jt\('Vn), (16)

/>"+1 = P(Q"+\P'\CV"), (17)

CT"+I = r V ' ( Q B + \ F l + l , n / n ) . (18)

Equations (16) through (18) verify the computational sequence as not fully implicit. Fur-
thermore, as indicated by Equation (17), the reactor power computed in the normal
manner by RELAP5, which includes complex reactivity feedback computed via control
variables, will not be able to capture the highly nonlinear reactivity-power term. In order
to accurately solve this term, an iterative, nonlinear, and time-implicit algorithm must
be utilized. Hence, without such an algorithm, the potential exists for the variables to
become out of phase, which I claim is exactly what occurs for the very-fast reactivity
transients simulated for the HFIR SAR.

This deficiency is overcome by allowing the reactor point-kinetics equations to be
computed at the same time sequence as the other control variables. In equation form this
is summarized as

+l \ ' \ fT ." ) . (19)

rri+1 = nw+1.rr"). (20)
n;n + 1 = rK(<?n+I .n" i+\n'."+1). (21)

where C\'m denotes the reactor power computed via RELAP5 control variables. Therefore,
from Equation (21), all variables, in particular the reactor power, are computed at the
same time level, i.e., are in phase. As will be seen in the next section, this simple change
will remove the inconsistency in the RELAP5 solution process.
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This new computational sequence requires a change to RELAP5 in order to im-
plement. External interfaces to the code have been incorporated before13 via changes
in RELAP5 subroutine CONVAR. Incorporated in a similar manner, an additional sepa-
rate input file, CONVAR. DAT must exist in the local file area which contains two integer
values in free format. The first integer is the control variable number that will contain
the nuclear reactor power returned in engineering units of watts by the new stand-alone
point-kinetics solver. A dummy control variable number must be set up in the conven-
tional manner in order for the new code to utilize this control variable number. The
input to this dummy control variable is also used to specify the power level and the
time duration of the steady-state calculation. The second integer is the control variable
number that contains the total reactivity feedback, in engineering units of dollars, that is
passed on to the stand-alone point-kinetics solver. This is an input quantity to the new
solver and is computed in the normal manner by control variables. Subroutine CONVAR
was modified to read the CONVAR. DAT file upon it's initial call, and compute the reactor
power via a call to a new subroutine GETPOW at each time step in the solution process on
additional calls to the CONVAR subroutine. The FORTRAN listing of subroutine GETPOW
is shown in Appendix B.

THE MODEL PROBLEM:OPTIMUM VOID TRANSIENT (AFTER)

Before incorporating the new subroutine GETPOW into RELAP5, an additional stand-
alone computer code, entitled RETEST, was written to test the new implementation.
RETEST is written to mimic the solution to the optimum void transient in exactly the
manner as REACC, thus assuring solution accuracy and consistency without the code
complexities of RELAP5. After RETEST was debugged and GETPOW solution accuracy
verified, direct incorporation into RELAP5, via subroutine CONVAR changes, was per-
formed.

Figure 4 shows the REACC solution, the companion RETEST solution, and the
new RELAP5 solution at successfully smaller time steps, for the optimum void transient
model problem without scram. For time steps smaller than 1.0 x 10~4 seconds, the RE-
LAP5 solutions essentially overlap. This confirms that the newly-changed RELAP5 code
solution converges. Furthermore, the accuracy of the solution is verified by compari-
son to the stand-alone RETEST solution. Note the approximate 100 MW peak power
difference at approximately 0.04 seconds between RELAP5 and RETEST is acceptable
considering the modeling difference of lumped parameter and finite difference algo-
rithms. The cause for the considerably larger difference between RETEST and REACC is
not known. However, it must be stated that the RETEST peak power is closer to the orig-
inal SAR analog solution than is the REACC solution. Figure 5 shows the same transient,
but with reactor scram, comparing REACC with the new RELAP5 solutions. The RETEST
solution is not shown, but was confirmed to have similar results and conclusions to the
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Figure 4: Comparison of REACC Lumped Parameter and RELAP5 Responses After the
Code Change for the Model Problem Without Scram.
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Figure 5: Comparison of REACC Lumped Parameter and RELAP5 Responses After the
Code Change for the Model Problem With Scram.
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previous case without scram. Thus, the new, stand-alone point-kinetics solver included
in subroutine GETPOW produces stable, consistent, and accurate solutions. In particular,
this property is observed for the special case when reactivity feedback is computed by
control variables.

PRESENT RELAP5 DIGITAL REACTIVITY MODEL

The present point-kinetics portion of the HFIR RELAP5 input deck takes advan-
tage of a previous point-kinetics reactivity feedback RELAP5 model developed by C. D.
Fletcher of INEL for the Advanced Neutron Source Reactor (ANSR).14 This model was
first modified for the HFIR SAR,2 then expanded and improved herein in order to com-
plete the reactivity transient portion of the updated HFIR SAR. The reactivity feedback
RELAP5 input is a subset of the updated HFIR SAR RELAP5 deck, but is still too lengthy
to be included in this technical paper. Details are included in the individual calculation
documents.1'' *a

Moderator Temperature Feedback in the Fuel Region

The effect of the moderator temperature feedback in the fuel region has been in-
cluded through control variable (CV) 782. The coefficient data comes from the curve
labeled "FUEL REGION (WITH 300-g pu TARGET)" from Figure 9.2, page 70 of ORNL-
4621.5 A linear curve fit of the data yields an equation of the form y = ax + b where y
is the reactivity feedback in ($/°/v), a- is the average moderator temperature in the fuel
(inner and outer) region in (°K) from CV 777, a is a constant (word 2 of card 20577801),
and b is also a constant (word 1 of card 20577801). The feedback is computed incre-
mentally at each time step through computations of CVs 777 through 782 inclusive. An
additional conservatism of 10% decrease in negative feedback and 25% increase in pos-
itive feedback is also imposed to account for uncertainty in the original experimental
data.

Moderator Temperature Feedback in the Flux Trap Region

The effect of the moderator temperature feedback in the flux trap region has been
included in the model through CV 788. The coefficient data comes from the curve la-
beled "FLUX TRAP (WITH 300-g pu TARGET)" from Figure 9.2, page 70 or ORNL-4621.5

This curve is input in tabular form in RELAP5 Table 15 whose output is computed in en-
gineering units ($/°/v). The argument to the function table is the average moderator
temperature in the flux trap or target region in (°A) from CV 783. The feedback is com-
puted incrementally at each time step through computations of CVs 783 through 788
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inclusive. An additional conservatism of 10% decrease in negative feedback and 25%
increase in positive feedback is also imposed to account for uncertainty in the original
experimental data.

Inner Fuel Void Feedback due to Displacement by Water

The inner fuel void feedback due to displacement by water is described on page
72 of ORNL-46215 showing the reactivity coefficient as

This coefficient is conservatively reduced from -0.08 to -0.034 as a lower bound at the
end of cycle (EOC) conditions with equilibrium xenon. Furthermore, an additional re-
duction of 20% is imposed to account for uncertainty in the original experimental data.
This reactivity change is accounted for in the RELAP5 model by approximating the over-
all thermal expansion and contraction of the fuel and moderator interaction in the HFIR
core. This approximation is performed by following the classical expression for thermal
expansion

(I ;„ - Vmo ) = -(V;,, - VWo) = 3aVmo AT

change in change in mod- thermal expansion due to the tem-
metal volume erator volume perature difference between metal

and moderator

Using the relationship above as the basis, one can derive an incremental change in reac-
tivity between RELAP5 time steps as

JL _ -J 1/iT - f\T 1
oft ~ Qvoid [ fuel coolant] '

where 6T denotes the incremental change in the average temperature between RELAP5
time steps. The quantity 3aavo|(j is represented by word 3 on card 20579400 and is
computed as follows:

• a = 27.5 x 10~6 constant coefficient of thermal expansion

• °void = (~°'034)lA (fcoo7f)(Afc/if/l($)1 )/('cVO1 ) = 4.789 $/%void

• :J"°vnirl = - 3 X 27-r> * 10~(> X -1-789 = -3.951 X 10-' c
 $ . ,

void <>F-%void
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• multiply the result by 0.8 to account for uncertainties

CVs 789 through 795 inclusive calculate the inner-fuel void feedback. The in-
cremental temperature difference between the fuel and coolant is calculated in CV-793.
Word 1 of card 20579501 is assumes a zero bias reactivity since the new version will
automatically determine the reactivity bias.

Outer Fuel Void Feedback due to Displacement by Water

The outer fuel void feedback due to displacement by water is determined in a
manner similar to the inner fuel. The outer fuel void reactivity coefficient is (page 72 of
ORNL-4621)r'

n I

This coefficient is conservatively reduced from -0.17 to -0.06 as a lower bound at the end
of cycle (EOC) conditions with equilibrium xenon. Furthermore, an additional reduction
of 20% is imposed to account for uncertainty in the original experimental data. In a
similar manner as the inner fuel void feedback, the quantity S a o ^ ^ is represented by
.vord 3 on card 20579400 as is computed as follows:

• a = 27.5 x 10~<; constant coefficient of thermal expansion

• " v o i d ~ (.(io7i)(AJt/*)/($)

• :iflnvoid = -'* * 27-5 x 10~6 x S-451 = -6-972 x 10"1

• multiply the result by 0.8 to account for uncertainties

CVs 796 through 802 inclusive calculate the inner-fuel void feedback. The in-
cremental temperature difference between the fuel and coolant is calculated in CV-800.
Word 1 of card 20579501 assumes a zero bias reactivity since the new version will au-
tomatically determine the reactivity bias.

Control and Reflector Region Void Feedback due to Displacement by Water

The void reactivity feedback in the control and reflector region due to displace-
ment by water is estimated by the following relationship

Pc&r = «c&r ( ~ ) m% = "c&r f ^ ) 100% = "c&r ( f "
\ Po / \ Po ) \P
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where the subscript c&r denotes "control and reflector region", p is the average fluid
density in the region, and p0 is the steady-state average fluid density in the region. This
relationship determines the average change in fluid density in the coolant channels ad-
jacent to the control and reflector regions of the core. Implicit in this approach is the
assumption that the change in fluid density will in turn cause a displacement of the
adjacent metal. The void reactivity coefficient is given on page 73 or ORNL-4621 as
0.02(AA7A-)/(Aiyi').5 This coefficient is converted to engineering units of ($/% void)
and input as word 3 of card 20580400in the following manner

(0.02)(AA-/A-)/(AV7V')(AV7V')/(%void) = 9 g i 7 %
(.0071 )(.*/:/*•)/($) ~" %void

The present input deck hard-codes p0 as 987.383 kg/m3 in word 1 of card 20580301,
such that CV 803 computes the quantity p - p0. Furthermore, word 3 of card 20580400 is
the quantity pc^r = oc&.r ('^f!) 100% = 0.0 which also implicitly embeds the quantity
/>„ equal to the steady state value. An additional 20% increase in this positive reactivity
feedback is imposed to account for uncertainty in the original experimental data.

Control Cylinder Reactivity Worth

The control cylinder reactivity worth is accounted for by utilizing Figure 20, page
41, of ORNL-367921 as the basis. RELAP5 general table 16 is a tabular function of this
figure with the sign changed on the y axis to insert negative reactivity when the control
cylinder is inserted, and the x axis inverted so as to behave as "distance inserted" rather
then as "distance withdrawn" as the original figure is drawn. CV 806 produces the control
cylinder reactivity insertion in engineering units of ($) and requires CV 819 as input. CV
819 must produce the number of inches of control cylinder insertion, the CV 819 input
card is placed in the set point section of the input deck.

The data for the control cylinder inserted position is taken from Figure 2.1, page 2-
4, ORNL/TM-1168, "Operating Manual for the High Flux Isotope Reactor."25 This curve
is used by the operators to verify proper position as a function of fuel burnup. For ex-
ample, if the input deck is set up with data for the beginning of cycle, then a good value
for CV 819 is 26.86-18.50=8.36 inches.

Safety Plate Reactivity Worth

The safety plate reactivity worth is accounted for by utilizing Figure 20, page 41,
of ORNL-3679 as the basis.21 The RELAP5 model (for this part of the HFIR system) is
built in the following steps
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• build a table of Figure 20, page 41, ORNL-3679,

• multiply the safety plate worth by 4 since there are 4 safety plates and change the
sign since the plate inserts negative reactivity,

• transform the x axis to inches inserted=26.86-inches withdrawn,

• integrate the spring-mass dynamics equation by solving the equations given by
Equation 6,

• scale this solution to known data such that the safety plates are fully inserted in 0.4
seconds (maximum allowed by HFIR technical specifications for conservatism),

• create a tabular function of negative reactivity insertion versus safety plate position
by combining plate worth and plate position curves, and

• reduce the safety plate worth by 10% to account for uncertainty in the original ex- '
perimental data.

The insertion of the safety rods in the RELAP5 model is initiated by a SCRAM
signal. CVs 808-812, and 814 compute the safety plate reactivity insertion with the final
output stored in CV 814.

Target Region Void Feedback due to Displacement by Gases such as Steam

The target region void feedback is included with the basis being the curve labeled
"EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 300-g Pu TARGET", of Figure 9.5, page 72, ORNL-4621.5

The following data table is used to digitize this curve in the code

HFIR Target Region Reactivity as a Function of Coolant Void Fraction
void fraction
0.0
0.01
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.42
0.48

M
0.0
4.5 x 1(T4

0.006
0.010
0.013
0.0145
0.015
0.014

$
0.0
6.34 x 10-2

0.8451
1.408
1.831
2.042
2.113
1.972
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The model volumes 5 and 6 represent the target region. The average vapor void fraction
in this region is weighted by the flow areas. A general table and CV are added to the
model to account for this.

Fuel Region Void Feedback due to Displacement by Gases such as Steam

The same reactivity feedback coefficient for voids in the fuel region created from
displacement by water is also applied here for displacement by steam bubbles. The orig-
inal SAR analysis did not take credit for this phenomena because the analysis tools for
two-phase flow were not available at the time, i.e., a code such as RELAP5 did not exist.
The vapor void fraction is automatically computed by the code. Each individual volume
in the ;nodel is weighted V-y its volume fraction to arrive at a normalized void fraction
of the entire inner or outer fuel region. This quantity is then applied to the reactivity co-
eificient for the feedback. Furthermore, an additional 20% uncertainty factor is applied
as before.

Other Issues

The need for including a constant reactivity bias is necessary in the existing RE-
LAPS code/model in order to have a balanced reactivity (zero) at steady state. In the
new version, this is not necessary since this is done automatically by simply telling the
code when the steady-state calculation is done. Therefore, any reactivity bias input has
no effect on the calculation with the new version of the code.

CV 815 sums up the individual reactivity contributions to arrive at the total reac-
tivity feedback for the point-kinetics solution.

HFIR SAR INCREDIBLE REACTIVITY TRANSIENT

Introduction

A set of thermal-hydraulic transients was completed for the HFIR SAR with a new
RELAP5 model and code. The new model, a stand-alone reactor pressure vessel, was
derived from an existing detailed RELAP5 model.2 The initial and boundary conditions
at both the reactor pressure vessel inlet and outlet were characterized by calculations
completed with another existing total-plant RELAP5 model.2 The stand-alone model was
benchmarked with similar calculations made with the total-plant model.

The transients examined potential reactivity insertion threats to the reactor core
(fuel assemblies) due to increased reactor power. Successful thermal-hydraulic miti-
gation of the transients occurred if the reactor fuel plates remained below a specified
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melting temperature. The core damage resulting from the unmitigated transients was
quantified through the thermal responses of nominal, hot-channel, and hot-spot loca-
tions.

Four classes of transients were analyzed covering the annual (calendar year) event
frequency (/) categories of moderate (/ > 10"1), infrequent (10"1 > / > 10~4), limiting
(10~"' > / > 10"6), and incredible (/ < 10~6). The moderate event was a pump start in a
cold idle heat exchanger loop. The infrequent event was an excess withdrawal of the four
safety plates and the control cylinder. The limiting event was an ejection of the control
cylinder. The threshold probability of 1.0 x 10~6 events per year removed all incredible
event analyses from the HFIR SAR except those event categories that did not contain
a limiting event and the incredible event was retained by default. The only exception
to this was the incredible reactivity transient, generation of optimum void in the target
region, that was analyzed only for comparison with the original accident analyses."1

All of the transients were mitigated by reactor scram. Initial power excursions did
not thermally threaten the fuel plates (in nominal, hot-channel, or hot-spot locations) for
the moderate, limiting, and infrequent events. Trie incredible event produced fuel plate
melting with widespread core damage. The extent of core damage is beyond that realized
in previous analyses and is primarily due to additional (and perhaps unnecessary) con-
servatisms imposed on the analysis, differences in reactivity feedback coefficients, and
two-phase nonequilibrium thermal-hydraulic phenomena. The results of this incredible
event are presented later in this paper.

Eight subclasses of reactivity transients (termed as Models A through H) were
examined for the updated HFIR SAR. These subclasses were defined by the steady-
state conditions from which they are initiated. The results presented herein are the
bounding-event Model A subclass corresponding to full operating power, flow, and pres-
sure. Many details and various assumptions are described in the individual calculation
documents.15"23

Transient Setup

The Model A calculations were initiated from nominal (HFIR Mode 1 operation)
steady-state conditions. The RPV initial conditions of inlet temperature, inlet mass flow
rate, and outlet pressure, -.vere all set to their values defined in the total-plant model.

The base input deck was run without modification to produce the nominal steady-
state conditions. Although the point kinetics control variables, computing reactivity
feedback coefficients, were active and updated as the calculation progressed, the model
was run with constant power, i.e., bypassing the point kinetics feedback, during the
steady state execution. In addition, the thermal heat capacities of all the metal in the
model were increased at the melt temperature in the tables to limit region temperatures
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to their melting points. This had no consequence on the results up to the point of melting,
for which the RELAP5 code is no longer valid, but did allow the calculation to proceed
and show a clear indication of fuel damage.

Generation of the optimum void in the target region was initiated from the nom-
inal steady state and was terminated when the reactor power rollover was completed.
The reactivity insertion control system logic was updated to model optimum void inser-
tion into the target region, where details are shown in the calculation documentation.16

Note that the results shown herein reflect an interim revision 1.0 of the cited calculations.

The transient was initiated from the steady-state conditions, and allowed to exe-
cute at steady-state for two additional seconds with the point-kinetics solver active and
renewing the steady state. Then the optimum void was initiated and simulated for an
additional 1.0 second. From the previous section's discussion, stability and accuracy of
the calculations were assured by setting the maximum time step to 1.0 x 10~4 seconds.

Transient Results

Figures 6 through 12 present plots of 28 major system variables as a function of
simulation time. All plots are shown with time reset to zero at the optimum void initia-
tion. Table 3 presents a sequence of major events for this transient relative to optimum
void initiation.

CV,700 ($) and CV,701 ($) show significant boiling during this transient and, there-
fore, negative reactivity being inserted because of void formation in the fuel-region mod-
erator. The minimum reactivity insertion from the void contribution is approximately
$-0.58 in the inner-fuel region and $-0.38 in the outer-fuel region at approximately 0.07

Table 3: Transient Bounding-Event Sequence for the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity
Transient

Simulation Time (seconds)
0.000
0.004
0.010
0.014
0.014
0.051
0.454
1.000

Event Description
target void generation started.
power rate exceeded (power > 90 MW).
flux-to-flow ratio exceeded.
reactor scram initiated.
four safety plates insertion started.
maximum reactor power (2,000 MW) occurs.
four safety plates insertion finished.
transient and plots terminated.
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Figure 6: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity Transient
(figure-page 1 of 7).
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Figure 8: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity Transient
(figure-page 3 of 7).
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Figure 9: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity Transient
(figure-page 4 of 7).
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Figure 10: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity Transient
(figure-page 5 of 7).
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Figure 11: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void ReacHvity Transient
(figure-page 6 of 7).
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Figure 12: Present RELAP5 Simulation of the HFIR Optimum Void Reactivity Transient
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second after initiation of the transient. The negative reactivity changes trend to ap-
proximately $-0.32 and $-0.34 in the inner-fuel and outer-fuel regions, respectively. This
significant amount of negative reactivity is not sufficient to completely prevent hot-spot
and hot-channel fuel-element damage.

CV,777 (K) increases during the first 0.06 seconds and is caused by the reactivity
insertion of the void formation in the target region. The subsequent decrease in tem-
perature is caused by two phenomena: reactor scram at 0.014 seconds (the net reactivity
insertion remains positive until about 0.06 s), and subcooled nonequilibrium boiling oc-
curring in the flow channels. The RELAP5 code predicts that a steam blanket will form
over the fuel plates and prevent the bulk reactor coolant (streaming from the top) to be
heated as it passes by the fuel. Thus, the core outlet temperature eventually approaches
the core inlet temperature. The existence of nonequilibrium conditions can be confirmed
by examining the RELAP5 output listing for this case.

CV,782 ($) generates approximately $-1.70 of reactivity in the 0.06 s following
target void initiation. However, this negative reactivity does not remain as the fuel-
moderator temperature subsequently introduces about $0.20 of positive reactivity within
0.35 seconds following void initiation.

CV,783 (K) and CV,788 ($) show a moderate change in target moderator tempera-
ture and subsequent positive feedback introduced into the system.

CV,790 (K) shows the average temperature of the inner-fuel to change in a similar
manner to the overall moderator temperature (CV,777). However, the peak temperature
in the inner fuel is significantly higher at nearly 425.0 K. CV,792 (K) shows a tremendous
increase (to beyond 720.0 K) over a time frame of approximately 0.25 seconds follow-
ing target void initiation. The melting temperature was, therefore, exceeded in a large
fraction of the inner-fuel region.

CV,795 ($) shows a significant negative reactivity (< $-0.11) inserted into the sys-
tem from the fuel-expansion approximated by the average inner-fuel temperature
(CV,792). This negative reactivity contributes significantly to the initial rollover of the
reactor power prior to scram initiation. CV,797 (K), CV,799 (K), and CV,802 ($) show a
similar response for the outer-fuel region coolant and fuel temperatures and subsequent
negative reactivity insertion.

CV,803 (kg/m3) and CV,805 ($) show the average change in fluid density in the
control regions and the subsequent minor changes in reactivity that is ultimately a pos-
itive contribution in this scenario. CV,806 confirms that no control plate movement has
been introduced into the system.

CV,807 shows the reactivity insertion from the optimum target void created by the
initiating event. The two-slope line is a result of limiting flow areas causing the optimum
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target void to be inserted separately into the heated and unheated target regions. Over
$1.80 of positive reactivity is inserted in less than 0.05 seconds followed by an additional
$0.30 before a total of 0.50 seconds has elapsed.

CV,814 ($) confirms that a reactor scram occurred and the four safety plates started
inserting at approximately 0.014 seconds after target void initiation and that approxi-
mately $12.50 of negative reactivity is inserted during the 450 ms following reactor scram
signal.

CV,815 (-) and CV,816 ($) confirm that no boiling occurs in the target region. Fur-
thermore, no additional positive reactivity is introduced into the system from this con-
tribution since the target void is the transient initiator.

CV,817 ($) shows the total reactivity imposed on the system. An initial positive
peak in reactivity of approximately $1.53 occurs at approximately 0.042 s. Then, the
negative reactivity from both the fuel thermal expansion and the fuel-region moderator
temperature increase causes the net reactivity to rollover and produce a local minimum
of approximately $-1.66 at 0.063 s. From this minimum, the reactivity reverse of the
moderator temperature brought on by the steam blanketing, combined with the negative
reactivity from the fuel-region voiding, cause another local maximum of approximately
$0.50 at 0.10 seconds into the transient. Meanwhile, the safety plates have started to
insert at about 0.014 seconds causing the reactivity to further decrease thereafter due to
the dominant negative reactivity insertion.

CV,850 ($) has a peak power of about 2,000 MW prior to the rollover caused by the
negative feedback introduced into the system. A subsequent power increase is observed
after the rollover which has a maximum of about 200 MW. CV,851 (MW/s) shows a max-
imum power rate change of 1.0 x 10s MW/s at approximately 0.044 seconds followed
by a minimum power rate change of -2.0 x 105 MW/s at 0.056 s. CV,858 (MW-s) shows
that approximately 52 MW-s of energy is deposited into the fuel during the transient.

The core outlet liquid temperature shows an approximate increase of 6.0 °F in-
crease at the peak time of 0.25 seconds followed by the expected decay following reactor
scram. The core outlet vapor temperature follows the shape of the core-outlet pressure
response since the vapor temperature produced is identical to the saturation temperature
of the mixture. Significant voids are generated at the core outlet. The reactor outlet mass
flow rate is erratic for the first 0.35 seconds following void initiation. However, beyond
the initial 0.50 seconds, the flow rate is essentially the same as the initial condition.

Transient Conclusions

The SAR includes analyses of reactivity-increase transients completed with the
stand-alone RPV RELAP5 model that cover the event sequences of moderate, infrequent,
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limiting, and incredible frequency. The moderate event (pump start in cold idle heat
exchanger loop), infrequent event (excess withdrawal of four safety plates and control
cylinder), and limiting event (ejection of the control cylinder) transients were success-
fully mitigated with no core damage. All three of these events are dominated by reactor
scram and are of no particular interest for this paper.

An incredible event, the generation of optimum void in the target, produced fuel
damage throughout the core (hot spots, hot channels, and nominal channels). These
analyses have been presented herein and show that, the stand-alone RPV model ex-
tended the findings of the previous accident analysis (i.e., that the damage is confined to
the hot spots), since damage was observed in all the fuel-element regions. The analysis
is ongoing with anticipation that, with some relaxation of unnecessary conservatisms,
the fuel damage will be shown minimal.

CONCLUSIONS

The official release of RELAP5/Mod2 .5 /v3t (the code) has been shown to pro-
duce incorrect results for the case where reactor point-kinetics is utilized with reactivity
feedback computed by control variables. Although only confirmed with the present
code, it is anticipated that this deficiency exists for later releases of RELAP5. A replace-
ment point-kinetics solver has been interfaced and demonstrated to produce consistent,
accurate, and stable results without affecting the remaining portion of the code. This
new code was exercised with a new input deck of the HFIR to analyze several classes of
reactivity transients for the updated SAR. The results of the worst-case incredible event
show that the one intent of the HFIR updated SAR, to analyze the safety of the HFIR
with modern analysis tools and modeling techniques and conservatisms, clearly pro-
duces different results from the old analysis in some ways. Detailed quantification and
relaxation of some gross conservatisms is anticipated to reduce the severity of the results
in later revisions of the calculations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The results shown herein demonstrate a temporary solution to the inconsistent
point-kinetics control variable problem described. The permanent solution is to improve
the code to allow for a fully-implicit time integration algorithm. This is the only way to
insure that all variables are computed at the correct time plane. This recommendation
has been made several times before. The code manuals state that the reason for not uti-
lizing a fully-implicit scheme is the increased memory requirements for matrix storage.
This should not be a problem today with computer memory available at relatively low
prices.
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APPENDIX A

RELAP5 INPUT DECK FOR COMPARING TO THE
REACC / RETEST CODES
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O * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

3 * relap5 hfir model to verify reactivity model with REACC code

4 *
5 * j. d. freels, rrdf ornl
C ****************•*•****************************************'> * * * * * * *

7 * date: 8/29/9
g *****************************************************************

9 * 85 Mwt deck
1 Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

11 =relap5 hfir simple reactivity deck
1O * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

prob type option
new transnt

inp-chk/run
run

18 * input units output units

19 102 british british

20 * time 1 time 2 time 3
21 105 20.0 30.0 1200.

22 *****************************************************************
23 *****************************************************************

24 * time step cc.:trol cards
25 ***************• *************************************************
2g *****************************************************************

27 * end min dt max dt opt min freq maj freq restart
28 201 0.25 1.-6 1.-3 00003 10 100000 100000
29 202 0.40 1.-10 1.-5 00003 10 100000 100000

31 * minor edits
^ } ^* "^ « ^^ ^T « ^^ ^f ^^ "^ iff ^T ^r t\ ^K ^K ^K ^v ^K ^K fC «̂  n̂  ^T ŵ  ^ ^f ŵ  TT B̂r VT ' ^ pf VC rC *C ̂ ff f̂f Vi M FT in" ?f *K rC *K fC tt *rC *K f̂r rC Tr A1 f̂r ^f f̂r Tt *JC »v Tf Hf f̂r 'ff 'fC
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33 * don't like to use minor edits on PC version due to ease of get-
ting plots
ta *****************************************************************

35 301 p 200010000
36 302 p 200020000

37 303 tempf 200010000

38 304 tempf 200020000
39 308 httemp 200100101
40 309 h'-.temp 200100102

41 310 httemp 200100201
42 311 httemp 200100202
43 316 rkreac 0

44 317 rktpow 0
45 318 cntrlvar 300
46 319 cntrlvar 301
47 32 0 cntrlvar 302

48 321 cntrlvar 303
49 322 cntrlvar 304
50 323 cntrlvar 305
51 324 cntrlvar 816
52 325 cntrlvar 850

53 ******************************************************************
54 *****************************************************************

55 * trip input data
^g *******************:**************** ******************************
5*7 *****************************************************************

5g *****************************************************************

59 * variable trips
g0 *****************************************************************

61 * code parm rel code parm cont latch timeof
62 501 time 0 It null 0 .25 n 0.0 * end of ss calculation
63 502 time 0 It null 0 0.0 n -1.0 * general false

64 510 time 0 gt null 0 1.+6 n -1.0 * general false

|^j ^^ ^ ^ "̂  T ^ ^ •• ^* *̂ ^ ^* ^* "̂  ^^ ^^ ^* ^ ^ ^* ^* ^^ *̂ ™ "̂  ^̂  W ^̂  w w w ŵ  T̂ ^v ^K n ^* Ĉ ŵ  T* ^̂  ^T ^K ^ ^r ŵ  T̂ ^ ^K ^n w T̂ «^ *̂ ^T TPT IK rC iPT TT rC Iff ^K ^K TT wC

66 * logical trips
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68 * left bool right latch timeof

69 601 501 and 501 n 0.0 * true trip at start of transient
70 602 -510 and -510 n 0.0 * general true trip
71 603 -501 and -501 n -1.0 * initially false then true

70 ************ *• ****************************************************

73 *****************************************************************

74 * hydrodynamic components
75 *****************************************************************
•yg *****************************************************************

77 *****************************************************************

78 * (100) upper plenum
7 Q *****************************************************************

80 1000000 core_top tmdpvol

81 1000101 1.0+6 0.0 1.0+6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00010
82 1000200 003
83 1000201 -1.0 468. 120.0
84 1000202 1.0+6 468. 120.0

gg **********************************************
86 * (101) single junction: between upper plenum and fuel channel
07 *****************************************************************

88 * component name type

89 1010000 core_in sngljun

90 * from vol to vol jun area f loss r loss fvcahs
91 1010101 100000000 200000000 .6668000 1.45 1.45 000100

92 * flag int liq velocity int vapor velocity interface velocity
93 1010201 0 51.0 0.0 0.0

95 * (200) core flow channel (pipe)

97
98

*
2000000

component
core-1

type
pipe
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99
100

101
102

103
104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111
112

113
114

115
116

117

118

119

120
121

122
123

*
2000001

*

2000101

*

2000201

*

2000301

*

2000501

2000601

*

2000801

*

2001001

*

2001101

*

2001201

2001202

*

2001300

*

2001301

num vol
2

vol flow area
.6668000

jun flow area
0.0

vol length

.8333333

azmuthal angle
0.0

inclination angle

-90.0

wall roughness

1.7-6

pvbfe
00000

fvcahs
000000

efat press temp
003 400.18 139.04
003 360.07 158.00

vel/flow
0

int liq vel int
51.0 0

vol
2

jun
1

vol
2

vol
2

vol
2

hyd dia
8.2104-3

vol
2

jun
1

n/a
0.0
0.0

vap vel
.0

vol
2

n/a n/a vol
0.0 0.0 1
0.0 0.0 2

inter vel jun
0.0 1

I ^ j £i ^T Ĉ ^* Ĉ TC ^T ^* « *T Iff ^K ^S ™ Mr W ^T V* IT ^T ^K ^T *T Ĉ Ŵ  ^T ^T Ŵ  ^T ^% rC « ŵ  ^T ^T ^* ™ ^T ^T w ^T ^T ™ K ^% ^* Iff ^T ^T tC ^f HT «̂  ^* *K TR ^* ^n 1

125 * (301) time-dep junction: total flow rate through core
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127 * component name type

128 3010000 cor_byp tmdpjun

129 * from vol to vol jun area
130 3010101 200010000 400000000 .6668000

131 * vel/flow
132 3010200 0

13 3 * time liq vel vap flow int.vel.

134 3010201 - 1 . 51.0 0.0 0.0
135 3010202 1.+6 51.0 0.0 0.0

136 *****************************************************************

137 * (400) lower plenum
138 ******************************************************************

139 4000000 core_bot tmdpvol
140 4000101 1.0+6 0.0 1.0+6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00010

141 4000200 003
142 4000201 -1.0 360. 158.0
143 4000202 1.0+6 360. 158.0

244 *****************************************************************

1 4 5 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •*• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

146 * heat structures

148 *****************************************************************

150 * (200) nuclear heat structure (core region 200)
151 *****************************************************************

152 * num hs mesh pts geom type int flag left coord re-
flood ref_b axial

153 12001000 2 2 1 1 0.0 0 0 2

154 • loc flag format flag
155 12001100 0 1
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156 * num intervals right coordinate

157 12001101 1 4.1666666-3 * fuel and clad mixture

158 *
159 12001201

comp num
1

interval num
1

160 * source value
161 12001301 1.00

interval num
1

162 12001400 -1

163
164
165

12001401
12001402

temp
178,64
197,60

mesh pt num
178.64
197.60

166 *
167 12001501

left vol

200010000

incr

10000

b.cond
3200

sa code

0

area/factor
107.2

hs

2

168 * right vol incr b.cond sa code
169 12001601 200010000 10000 3200 0

area/factor hs
107.2 2

170 *
171 12001701

source type mult
1000 .48525

heat left
0.0

heat right
.01475

hs
2

172 * additional left boundary cards
173 * chf D_hyd D_heat L_chan hs
174 12001801 0 0.+0 Q.O 0.0 2

17 5 * additional right boundary cards
176 * chf D_hyd
177 12001901 0 0.+0

D_heat L_chan hs
0.0 0.0 2

1 7 8 ****************************************
i / \j *̂ ^R ^^ ̂ r TR I^ ^% ̂r « r̂ *v ̂ c ̂ * ĉ ̂ > r̂ ̂ * ̂ ^ ̂ c ̂ * ̂ c ̂ r ̂ r ̂ K •* ̂ H T^ r̂ « ^ *̂ ̂ r ̂ r ̂ r ̂ r ̂ c ̂ c ̂ c ̂ K ^

180 * heat structure thermal property data

t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

182

***************************************

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

183 *****************************************************************
184 * fuel and clad mixture
185 *****************************************************************
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186 * user-supplied load-k load-\rho C_p (common for all ta-
bles below)

187 * data consistent with the REACC code of 8/91
188 20100100 tbl/fctn 1 1
189 20100101 0.0 .02244558458 1.+6 .02244558458
190 20100151 0.0 39.2855 1.+6 39.2855

191 **************************************************

192 *****************************************************************

193 * end of existing HFIR deck heat structure material properties addition
194 *****************************************************************

******************************************************************

196 *****************************************************************
T Q j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

198 * general data tables
199 *****************************************************************
200 *****************************************************************

201 *****************************************************************

202 * heat transfer coefficient (consistent with REACC)

204 20220000 htc-t
205 20220001 0.0 4.489
206 20220002 1.+6 4.489

i^ i j / Ĉ iff Ĉ ^t ŝ iff >ff * " * f Iff Ĉ * " Iff iff. iff iff iff ^* iff »T iff V* «̂ rf iff iff nff iff n ^K ^* ^T »̂ ^^ ^> ^* »̂  ^T JV ^T ^* nT ^T fl^ * ^r ^P f̂f 1^ ^t yp rC ft *X ff TT Iff ^T f̂f ft f̂f fC wf f? f̂f

208 * reactor power (Mw) versus time (sec)
^^ ( I xJ ^* Ĉ R̂  ^T ^T Tff ^T ^f iff ^T w ^ • ^* ^T In ^r j ^ ^T Vr iff ^T Iff « iff Wr ^r TV ^T w >̂ « "^ ŵ  ^c ^^ Ĉ ^^ « ^T ^ \ Tff ™ Tr rC ^T ^T iff w. iff iff ^^ «T ^T ^n •? pf ^f f̂f *tt f̂f "fr * Tff ^t

210 20210000 power 510 1. .974870588 * = 82.9/85.0
211 20210001 -2. 85.
212 20210002 0. 85.

213 20210003 1.+6 85.

^^t ̂  A "*fr ^ 4< ^< 4* ^^ ^^ ^^ 4> 4> ^> ^^ -fr «Af ^ i^ 7̂ - -^ 4* ifc ̂ k «|f ^b -Ap ̂ ^ ^U i^ ^U ^L 4i ^^ -<̂  ̂ r «^ ^^ qA' 1^ ^^ 4 ^^ ^^ ^> ^^ <^ ^i ^U ^L ^b ^^ ^b ^^ ^U ^U ^^ ^^ ^> ^. ^^ ^^ ^U m^ ^t -l i ^^

215 * reactivity insertion to simulate the REACC transient
216 *****************************************************************

217 20230000 reac-t 603 1.0 1.428571429
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218 20230001
219 20230002
220 20230003
221 20230004

-1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.03 1.3

1.+6 1.3

222 *****************************************************************

223 * reactivity removal by SCRAM to simulate the REACC transient
224 * (right not this is just an "eyeball" digitization of the REACC
225 * output. if necessary code up the actual rod movement as in the
226 * existing R5 deck).
227 *****************************************************************

228
229
230
231

232
233
234
235

236
237
238

20240000
20240001

20240002
20240003

20240004
20240005
20240006
20240007

20240008
20240009
20240010

reac-t
-1.0
0.0
0.02

0.04

0.06
0.08
0.10

0.12

0.14
0.15

603 1
0.0
0.0

-.05195

-.67532
-1.8182
-3.4805
-5. 4 5 ^
-7.6364

-10.0
-10.86

1.0

929 ****************************************************

240 * point kinetics model consistent with REACC
241

242
243

244

245
246
247

248
249
250
251

30000000
30000001

30000002

30000011
30000101
30000102
30000103
30000104
30000105
30000106

point
gamma

ans79-l

300
.04215
.11560
.39540
.19534
.21878
.03273

separabl
82.864+6 0.0 200.

400 103 02 * input, scram, feedback
3.01
1.14
.301
.111
.0305
.0124

252 *30000501 1.+0 0.0
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253 *3Q000502 1.+6 0.0

254 *30000601 1.+0 0.0
255 *30000602 1.+6 0.0

256 *30000701 200010000 0 1.0 -.012428

257 *30000801
258 *30000802

2001001 0 1.0 -.001143
2001002 0 1.0 -.001143

259 20530200 reac_fb sum 1.0 0.0 1
260 20530201 2.153248908 -.0124286 cntrlvar 301 -.002286 cntrlvar 300

261
262
263
264

265

266
267

268
269

20530000
20530001
20530002

20530003

20530004

20530100
20530101

20530300
20530301

ave_fuel
-1840. 1

1
1
1

ave_wate
-460.0

.8

.8

.8

.8

1.

sum .25
httemp
httemp

httemp
httemp

sum 1.0
8 tempf

k_inp function 1.0
time 0 300

0.0 1
200100101

200100102
200100201
200100202

0.0 1
200010000

0.0 1

270 20530400 k_eff sum 1.0 0.0 1
271 20530401 1.0 .007 cntrlvar 302 .007 cntrlvar 303 -1.0 cntrlvar 305

272 20530500
273 20530501

274 20530600

275 20530601

k_scram
time 0

tff

32.0 1.

function
400

sum .55555555

0 cntrlvar 300

007

0

0

.0

.0 1

1

276 20530700
277 20530701

278 20530702

tlandt2 sum .5 0.0 1
-546.3 1.0 httemp 200100102

1.0 httemp 200100202

279 20530800
280 20530801

tw sum .55555555
-32.0 1.0 cntrlvar 301

0.0
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281
282

283
284
285

286
287

288
289

290
291

20530900
20530901

20531000
20531001
20531002

20531100
20531101

20581600

20581601

20585000
20585001

To
-273.

heat_
0.0

k_ext
0.0

r_fed

-1.0

r_pow

0.0

16 1

fix
0.5
0.5

.007

1.0

1.0

sum 1.0
.0 tempf

sum 1.-4

0.0 1
200020000

0.0 1
htrnr 200100101
htrnr 200100201

sum 1.0 0.0 1
cntrlvar 303

sum 1.0

cntrlvar

sum 0.25

cntrlvar

0.0 1 •

304

82.864+6

304

292 . end of hfir fci model
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APPENDIX B

SUBROUTINE GETPOW LISTING
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1 subroutine getpow(totpow,totalfb,dt,timein,timdum)

2 *
3 * subroutine to compute the reactor power of the HFIR using
4 * point kinetics and interfacing to relap5
5 * j.d. freels 10/23/91
6 *
7 * inputs:
8 *
9 * totalfb { the total reactivity feedback computed by

10 * relap5 control variables ($)
11 * dt { the solution time step (seconds)
12 *
13 * timein { the time to reach steady state (where keff==1.0)
14 * for t>timein, normal power calculations
15 *
16 * timehy { problem time (seconds)
17 *

18 * outputs:
19 *
20 * totpow { the total reactor power (MW)
21 *

22 implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

23 external subf, subjac, subf2

24 include 'retcom.h'

25 parameter (neg=7,

26 > lrw=22+9*neq+neq**2,
27 > liw=20*neq)
28 real*8 y(neq),rwork(lrw),cvec(24),rwork2(neq,9)
29 integer*4 iwork(liw)
30 equivalence (rwork2(1,1),rwork(l))
31 logical gfirst
32 data gfirst/.true./
33 time hy= t imdum
34 time=timehy
35 if(gfirst)then

36 gfirst=.false.
37 ctst time=-dt
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38 power=totpow

39 * initialize all data

4 0 neq2 =neq

41 * per rothrock memo to t.d. radcliff from endf/b-v
42 betat=.0076
43 beta(l)=.038*betat
44 beta(2)=.213*betat
45 beta(3)=.188*betat
46 beta(4)=.407*betat
47 beta(5)=.128*betat
48 beta(6)=.026*betat
49 lamda(1)=.01272
50 lamda(2)=.03174
51 lamda(3)=.116
52 lamda(4)=.311
53 lamda(5)=1.4
54 lamda(61=3.87
55 lstar=35.e-6

56 * initial conditions

57 y(l)=power

58 y(2)=beta(l)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(1)

59 y(3)=beta(2)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(2)
60 y(4)=beta(3)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(3)
61 y(5)=beta(4)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(4)

62 y(6)=beta(5)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(5)
63 y(7)=beta(6)*y(l)/lstar/lamda(6)

64 * integration parameters

65 * hard-wire method to rkf45 for the moment

66 method=2
67 c

68 c Integration method:
69 c lsode = 1
70 c rkf45 = 2
71 c rk 56 = 3
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72 c

73 * hard-wire tolerance

74 tol=1.0d-8

75 * for lsode, hard-wire to self-jacobian

76 mff=21

77 * if you want jacobian provided by code, use mff=22

78 * for lsode et al.

79 itol=l

80 atol=tol
81 rtol=tol
82 il.ask=l
83 istate=l
84 iopt=0
85 mf=mff
86 do i=l,24
87 cvec(i)=0.0
88 enddo

89 endif

90 timess=timein

91 * define external reactivity

92 kext=totalfb*betat

93 if(method.eg.1)then

94 istate=l

95 call lsode(subf,neq,y,time,time+dt,itol, rtol, atol,itask,istate,

96 > iopt, rwork, lrw, iwork, liw, subjacmf)
97 if(istate.ne.2)stop' error in lsode'

98 else if(method.eg.2)then
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99 iflag=l
100 call rkf45(subf2,neq,y,time,time+dt,rtol, atol,iflag, rwork,iwork)
101 if(iflag.ne.2)stop' error in rkf45'

102 else if(method.eq.3)then

103 iflag=l
104 call dverk(neq, subf, time.y, time+it, rtol, if lag, cvecneq, rwork2)
105 if(iflag.ne.3)stop' error in rk 56'

106 endif

107 * the result is power

108 power=y(l)

109 totpow=power

110 return

111 end

112 subroutine subjac(neq,t,y,ml,mu,pd,nrowd)
113 implicit real*8(a-h,0-2)
114 real*8 y(neq),pd(nrowd,neq)
115 include 'retcom.h'
116 real*8 keff,kO,one,zero,ywork(7)
117 data one/1. 0d0/
118 data zero/0.0d0/

119 * set up k_eff for steady state == 1.0

120 if(t.It.timess)then
121 k0=one-kext
122 else

123 continue
124 cjdf write(6,*)' ss surpassed in subjac'
125 endif
12 6 keff = kO + kext

127 * temporary working parameters
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128 ywork(l)=((one-betat)*keff-one)/lstar

129 ywork(2)=beta(l)*keff/lstar

130 ywork(3)=beta(2)*keff/lstar
131 ywork(4)=beta(3)*keff/lstar
132 ywork(5)=beta(4)*keff/lstar
133 ywork(6)=beta{5)*keff/lstar

134 ywork(7)=beta(6)*keff/lstar

135 * power

136 pd(l,l)=ywork(l)
137 pd(l,2)=lamda(l)

138
139
140

141

142

143

144
145
146

147

148
149

150

pd(l,3)=lamda(2)
pd(l,4)=lamda(3)
pd(l,5)=lamda(4)

pd(l,6)=lamda{5)

pd(l,7)=lamda(6)

* precursor 1

pd{2,l)=ywork(2)
pd(2,2)=-lamda(l)
pd(2,3)=zero

pd(2,4)=zero
pd(2,5)=zero
pd(2,6)= zero
pd(2,7)=zero

151 * precursor 2

152 pd(3, L)=ywork(3)

153 pd(3,2)=zero

154 pd(3,3)=-lamda(2)
155 pd(3,4)=zero
156 pd(3,5)=zero
157 pd(3,6)=zero
158 pd{3,7)=zero

159 * precursor 3
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160 pd(4,l)=ywork(4)
161 pd(4,2)=zero

162 pd(4,3)=zero

163 pd(4,4)=-lamda(3)
164 pd(4,5)=zero
165 pd(4,6)=zero
166 pd(4,7)=zero

167 * precursor 4

168 pd(5,i)=ywork(5)

169 pd(5,2)=zero
170 pd(5.3)=zero
171 pd(5,4)=zero

172 pd(5,5)=-lamda(4)
173 pd(5.6)=zero
174 pd(5,7)=zero

175 * precursor 5

176
177

178
179

180
181
182

183

184
185

186
187
188
189

190

191
192
193

pd(6,1)=ywork(6)
pd(6,2)=zero
pd(6,3)=zero
pd(6,4)=zero

pd(6,5)=zero

pd(6,6)=-lamda(5)
pd(6,7)=zero

* precursor 6

pd(7,l)=ywork(7)
pd(7,2)=zero

pd(7r3)=zero
pd(7,4)=zero
pd(7,5)=zero
pd(7,6)=zero

pd{7,7)=-lamda(6)

return
end

subroutine subf2(t,y,ydot)
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194 implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
195 include 'retcom.h'

196 real*9 y(l),ydot(l)
197 neg3=neq2
198 call subf(neq3,t.y.ydot)
199 return
200 end
201 subroutine subf(neq,t,y,ydot)
202 implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
203 real*8 y(neq),ydot(neq)

204 include 'retcom.h'

205 real*8 keff,k0,one,zero.ywork(7)

206 data one/1.0d0/

207 data zero/0.0d0/

208 * set up k_eff for steady state == 1.0

209 if(t.It.timess)then

210 k0=one-kext
211 else
212 continue
213 ctst write(6,*)' ss surpassed in subf'
214 endif
215 keff = kO + kext

216 * temporary working parameters

217 ywork(l)=((one-betat)*keff-one)/lstar
218 ywork(2)=beta(l)*keff/lstar

219 ywork(3)=beta(2)*keff/lstar
220 ywork(4)=beta(3)*keff/lstar
221 ywork(5)=beta(4)*keff/lstar
222 ywork(6)=beta(5)*keff/lstar
223 ywork(7)=beta(6)*keff/lstar

224 * power equation

225 ydot(l)=ywork(l)*y(l)
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226 >
227 >

228 >
229 >
230 >
231 >

+ lamda(l)*y(2)
+lamda(2)*y(3)

+lamda(3)*y(4)
+lamda(4)*y(5)
+ laxnda(5)*y(6)
+lamda(6)*y(7)

232 * precursor equations

233 ydot(2)=ywcrk(2)*y(l)-lamda(l)*y(2)

234 ydot(3)-ywork(3)*y(1)-lamda(2)*y(3)

235 ydot (4} -.ywork(4 ) *y (1) -lamda (3 ) *y(4)
23 6 ydot(5)=ywork(5)*y(i)-lamda(4)*y(5)
237 ydot {6) =ywork (6) *y (1) - lamda (5) *y (6)
23 8 ydot(7)=ywork(7)*y(1)-lamda(6)*y(7)

239 return

240 end
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